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Beyond Sunday 
A Worship Guide for Energy, Engagement and Enduring Change  

Worship Series: Walking in Faith – Spread the Hope  
 

Use this guide as a tool each week to reflect upon our worship more deeply in the days 

beyond Sunday. The Gospel of Mark undergirds this worship series as we uncover its 

meanings for us today. Believed by many Biblical scholars to be the earliest of the Gospel 

books, Mark tends to get right to the point in telling the stories shared in this text. Mark also 

shrouds the stories in the mystery of the “Messianic Secret” as coined by scholars.  Jesus 

repeatedly tells followers on the inside not to tell others (until after he is risen) about him or 

the miracles he performs.  In worship and beyond we are seeking to enhance our 

understanding and exploration of the lectionary text. Our hope is that this study will deepen 

your wondering and aid you in your walk with Christ. The weekly lenses we will utilize for 

extra layers of engagement in this worship series are hope for the weary, hope for the 

broken, hope for the underdog, hope for the doubter and hope for the faithful.   

 

Light your Christ Candle and say the opening prayer each day, then focus on the text 

 for the current week. May this guide bless your journey and lead you to engage  

more fully with the mission of Christ.  
 

 

 



Light your Christ Candle 

Be reminded Christ is with us; Christ is in our midst. 

Pray 

Dear God, we come seeking you with a desire to deepen our faith in formation as we walk 

through life and our study of scripture. As we move into and through this worship series, 

guide us to experience more of you, more of your peace, more of your presence, more of 

your desire for us. Help us to hear your voice as we read your word. Open us to what you 

would have us discover along the way. Make us new, renewing us day-by-day. Hear our 

prayers as we lift those who are both near and far, those who you have laid upon our hearts 

and brought to our minds. We place our faith in you, and may you help us to spread our 

hope in you to others. We are grateful that Christ is with us, Christ is in our midst. Amen.  

 

 

REFLECTION BEYOND SUNDAY: 

 

Week of August 29, 2021 
 
Scripture:  Mark 7:1-8, 14-15, 21-23 (The Tradition of the Elders) 
 
Hope for the Weary 
 

Jesus challenges the practices of the Pharisees and the scribes in these passages.  The 

traditions of the Elders are directed toward ritual purity that entails the washing of hands, 

cups, pots and kettles prior to eating.  Jesus did not support these sorts of rules, which he 

tended to see as burdens.  We know there are health-related benefits to hand washing and 

keeping utensils clean.  However, Jesus is clear in his teaching that there are not spiritual 

benefits to these rituals.  He tells his hearers that there is nothing we can put into our bodies 

that will defile us.  We are spiritually defiled by what comes out of us, not what goes in.  

Particularly Jesus is referring to the things that come from our hearts, as listed in Mark 7:21-

22.  We find a similar message prescribed to the Pharisees in Matthew 23:27. While these 

passages are directed to the Pharisees and scribes of his time, it is important to note that 

these lessons apply to us, as well.  We need this message for ourselves today.  If we focus too 

much on the rules of tradition and not on practices that can purify our hearts, we can miss 

out on all that enables the gifts of the Spirit to flow from within us.  When we allow these 

gifts of the Spirit to flow from us, they benefit us and those around us. 

 



In what ways might we practice a cleansing of the outside and not the inside today? In a 

world obsessed with selfies and likes on social media, the message of the importance of how 

one looks or is seen can be overwhelming to young people.  And even to the more seasoned, 

how important is it to be presentable – must one apply lipstick before stepping out or should 

we get to the stylist regularly? It’s not that looking nice is wrong, but if the importance of 

one’s image is out of balance with the importance of taking time for spiritual practices, then 

we too can get it backwards by emphasizing caring for the outside over the things that 

benefit us on the inside.   

 

Where do you notice that this might be happening?  Is starting out early enough to get 

through the carwash taking away from time that could be spent in prayer or practicing 

Christian meditation and mindfulness?  Perhaps we can spend the time in the tunnel at the 

carwash in prayer?   

 

Spend some time today looking over your schedule for this week and look for opportunities 

to set aside time to focus on practices that will ensure that purity comes from the inside, 

rather than the kinds of things Jesus names as defilers.  If discussing this guide in a small 

group, share ideas with one another on how you might improve the balance of efforts to 

benefit the inside through practices. Talk about or consider spiritual practices that can help 

cultivate the gifts of the Spirit within you.  

 

Consider pairing up for a week with someone in your group or someone you could invite to 

be in covenanted encouragement with you, and then be in prayer and support of each other 

this week and possibly beyond. 

     

When we assign spiritual practices the level of importance this work is due, we can find a 

way to make the time.  And that can offer hope for the weary. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Week of September 5, 2021 
 

Scripture: Mark 7:24-37 (The Syrophoenician Woman’s Faith & Jesus Cures a Deaf Man) 
 

Hope for the Broken 
 

Jesus attempted to keep his whereabouts and his healing miracles a secret in these passages.  
He did not want people to know he was in Tyre.  And then we find him not wanting to act 
on a request, based on his harsh response to the Syrophoenician woman, he was not initially 
interested in healing her daughter.  Scholars have theories about Jesus’s response and 
resistance to helping her. They posit that these gentiles may have been oppressive to 
Galileans and perhaps that is why he was reluctant to help.  The text does not reveal the 
mystery to his reservations, only that he hears her argument and does decide to act on her 
behalf and release her daughter from her torment.  How do you experience Jesus’s initial 
response?  Does he seem a bit weary or a little broken and in need of a reprieve to you?  Is 
his humanity showing through here?  Or are we not able to understand his response for lack 
of more to go on?   
 

In the next passage Jesus acts on behalf of another gentile when he heals a deaf and muted 
man.  This story is told only in the Gospel of Mark.  Mark emphasizes throughout the book 
the ways the Pharisees, scribes and Jesus’s disciples misunderstand Jesus’s teachings, 
proclamations and actions.  Blindness and deafness are symbolic of these misunderstandings.  
Jesus performs the miracle of opening the man’s ears and mouth so he can speak plainly, 
then sternly orders all present not to tell others about this.  When he performs this act, we 
learn that Jesus looked up to heaven, and “he sighed,” before he tells these parts of the man 
to “be opened.”  Why do you suppose we are told that Jesus sighed?  Mark uses the fewest 
words to tell his stories, so why does he include the sigh? What might it tell us about Jesus in 
this moment? When do you sigh while doing good work? 
 

Why is Jesus so intent on trying to keep these amazing actions a secret and can you blame 

his followers for not being able to keep all these things to themselves?  Could you have held 

your tongue if you were seeing Jesus in action?  Do you keep it a secret when you experience 

the wonder of Christ in the present? Do you think Jesus would want us to continue to keep 

his personhood and actions in the world today a secret? Who do you know who might 

benefit from hearing about Jesus and what he has done for you?   
 

Listen for the heart’s cry that can be heard in the form of a deep sigh as an indicator that 

someone could use a listening ear or a word of encouragement.  Helping someone discover 

Christ for themselves is much like curing spiritual blindness or the inability to hear.  Could 

you be prepared to offer hope for the broken or one who is broken-hearted? 

 



Week of September 12, 2021 

 

Scripture: Mark 8:27-38 (Peter’s Declaration about Jesus & Jesus Foretells His Death and 
Resurrection) 
 
Hope for the Underdog 
 
Jesus is presented as an underdog in these passages.  Peter proclaims him the Messiah and 
then Jesus sternly ordered Peter and the others not to tell anyone about him.  Jesus is the 
long-awaited Messiah, and yet, he insists it be kept a secret.  There are some who study the 
context of Jesus’s life and ministry, and they suggest this secretiveness is due to Jesus’s desire 
to be humble and not spur the culturally common practices of offering gifts for gifts, or the 
bestowing of honorary titles for those claiming to be socially important.  What other reasons 
can you think of that might have prompted Jesus to desire that his identity and actions were 
not shared? 
 

We read that Jesus keeps his identity and actions secret, while openly proclaiming the 

suffering he will endure.  Peter, for one, is not a fan of Jesus’s open foretelling of his coming 

crucifixion.  And then we learn that Jesus is not a fan of Peter’s attempted rebuke for this 

message. Jesus portrays himself as an underdog, who would deny his life to find it. He offers 

us the wisdom of this approach to life in verses 34-38.  Try to read these verses slowly – 

receiving them as if you were there and are hearing this for the first time.  Jesus names this 

as setting our minds on divine things, not human things.  He is illustrating that there are 

more important things than what we have been led to believe are meaningful in our lives.  

What does it mean to you to “deny [your]self and take up [your] cross and follow [Jesus]”?   

 

Have you had an experience of losing your life, to then gain it more fully?  Have you 

experienced this as a parent? How has your Christian walk called you into self-denial, and 

then in turn offered you truer life?   

 

In this teaching, Jesus offers hope for the underdog.  When we are willing to follow Jesus, 

we may well find that the world sees us as an underdog.  And we may suffer rebuke from 

those who do not understand our choices to forego the easy paths or popular ways.  May 

Christ, our greatest champion, provide hope for the underdog in each of us. 

 

 

 



 
Week of September 19, 2021 
 
Scripture: Mark 9:30-37 (Jesus Again Foretells His Death and Resurrection & Who is the 
Greatest?) 

Hope for the Doubter 

We find Jesus here, a chapter later, once again predicting the way he would die and asking 

his followers to keep him a secret.  They are passing through his hometown, and he does not 

want anyone to know they are there.  He is intent on teaching the disciples and yet they 

cannot comprehend this passion narrative that Jesus shares with them.  He tells them what is 

coming, they did not understand, and they are afraid to ask for clarification.  Have you ever 

been privy to someone telling you something they clearly feel is very important, but you are 

not sure you understand and do not feel the freedom in the moment to ask for clarification?  

The disciples likely knew what happened when Peter challenged Jesus on this matter the last 

time Jesus told them what was to come.   

When we get to the next passage, Mark again highlights that the disciples are missing the 

points that Jesus keeps trying to teach them.  He spoke about denying oneself to gain life 

and yet, here they are arguing about who is greatest among them.  Mark does not mention 

Jesus’ sighing in his response, but we do find Jesus taking a beat and sitting down in this 

teachable moment to convey to them once again what he wants them to learn.  Not only 

does he offer them plain speech in delivering his message to them, but like a good teacher, 

he uses a concrete example to illustrate his meaning.  He says they need to welcome children 

in his name.  Children in this culture had nothing tangible to offer, they were the least of the 

least.  And Jesus tells his followers to welcome children in the manner they would welcome 

him, this one they have named the Messiah. Then he tells them when they welcome a child 

in this manner, they are welcoming not only the Messiah, but their very God.  It might have 

been easy to doubt all they were hearing.   

Have you welcomed doubt with the delivery of bad news?  Have you planned an outdoor 

event and doubted the weather forecast for rain, as the date nears?  We can encounter doubt 

as a form of hope at times.  And even then, Jesus offers hope for the doubter.  We can 

doubt larger things, even the goodness of God, and still Jesus holds out hope to us.   

What kinds of things are creating doubt or causing doubt to rise in you?  How might you 

seek the hope of Christ to aid you in these moments. And how might you offer hope to 

those you encounter wrestling with doubt?  Perhaps it is the truth that Jesus is here for us 

always, even when we experience doubt, that might provide hope for the doubter. 



Week of September 26, 2021  
 
Scripture: Mark 9:38-50 (Another Exorcist & Temptations to Sin) 
 
Hope for the Faithful 
 

These passages offer more of Jesus’s teachings to his disciples who continue to provide him 

with plenty of teachable moments.  The disciples find someone they consider an outsider 

performing acts in Jesus’s name and they try to put a stop to it. This person is not one they 

recognize, and yet Jesus tells them anyone who is not against us is for us.  Jesus is much 

more inclusive of people than his disciples are at this point.  Why do you suppose they 

would want to stop someone from casting out demons?  What was it that offended them?   

Jesus goes on to talk to them about the consequences of causing one of his followers to 

stumble or stop being faithful.  He warns them that the punishment is severe.  To emphasize 

this, Jesus illustrates the extremes one should go to in order to prevent oneself from 

stumbling.  As Jesus describes the way a limb or eye could cause us to stumble – how do you 

suppose your hand or foot could affect your faithfulness?  Was he being literal in these 

examples?  What might his meaning be to a believer today? What might we want to cut 

ourselves off from, to prevent us from stumbling?   

Jesus ends the lesson with a note about salt.  This set of sayings on salt is unique to the book 

of Mark.  Some ancient manuscripts add or substitute to verse 49 “and every sacrifice will be 

salted with salt.”  How does this help you to better understand this passage?  Do you think 

those manuscripts are calling us, Jesus’s followers, the sacrifice or were they referring to the 

actual sacrifices offered?  How would either interpretation change your reading of that 

passage and the implications of it for us? 

Do you get the sense that your faithfulness is important to Jesus? And what about how we 

interact with others and the impact we can have on their own faithfulness to Christ?  Does 

this instruction seem to carry some weight for us to consider as to how we react or respond 

to others in our relationships? As Jesus’s followers do you think we have more responsibility 

for our actions towards others, than a non-follower? Why or why not?   

How might you guard your faithfulness? What gives you hope for your faithfulness, 

particularly as you consider the importance Jesus assigns to being faithful?  How does the 

assurance “Christ is with us, Christ is in our midst” provide you with hope as one of Christ’s 

faithful?  How might you share that hope with another? 

 


